
EXTRACTION WANDS

Lightweight, durable and user-friendly.

The 80100 Extraction Wand
with single bend has a 12" wide all stainless

steel head and a single jet. This wand fea-
tures overspray control wings and
stiffened ribs to prevent glides from
collapsing. User-friendly vinyl sleeve

protects  hands from heat transfer.
Assist handle is included to

help control and prevent user
fatigue.

*forPremier
50 / 100 / 700

The
80250
Deluxe
Extraction
Wand has a 12"
wide all stainless
steel head complete
with dual jets; no mani-
fold This double bend
wand features overspray 
control wings and stiffened ribs
to prevent glides from collaps-
ing. Vinyl sleeve grip protects
hands from heat transfer while
the assist handle increases
user control.
*forPremier 100 and 375

The 596 Light Duty
Extraction Wand
offers an economical 
solution for your light-
duty applications. This
10" wide single bend
steel wand has plastic
head, valve and
lever. It also 
features a dual 
jet manifold.
*forPremier 
50 / 100 / 700

The 80950 Stair Wand w / Swivel Head
features innovative ergonomic design allowing you to clean stairs
without turning and twisting your arms and wrists. The swivel head
complete with one jet (open spray) rotates easily and stays in rotated
position. The padded assist handle allows user control while the vinyl
sleeve prevents heat transfer to user hands. The 30 inch length is a perfect
height for cleaning stairs.
*for all Premier extractors

The 80900 Stair Wand
is the perfect tool for cleaning
the carpet in a trailer or motor
home, as well as stairs. The 30
inch long design of this stainless
steel mini wand comes with a
user-friendly padded assist han-
dle and vinyl sleeve to prevent
heat transfer. Offering a single

jet with brass valve, the
wand offers value-added ver-

satility. The 1 1/4 inch
wand is  expanded at

the top to accept
standard 1 1/2
inch hose cuff.

*for all Premier
extractors
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All hand tools are stocked with
 B-style quick-disconnects.

Please specify if you require A -style fittings
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The 80050 Economy
Extraction Wand

features a 10" wide all stain-
less steel head with a single

jet. This single bend wand
has stiffened ribs to 

prevent glides from 
collapsing. Assist 

handle not included.
*forPremier 

50 / 100 / 700
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The 752 Plastic Hand Tool has a 4"  wide
all plastic body with a plastic valve and lever.
This light duty hand tool has a single jet  with an
open spray design.
*for all Premier extractors excluding 375

The 70400 / 70500 Metal
Upholstery Tools have one jet
and a 4" wide pick-up head with 9"
handle. All stainless steel construc-
tion with a brass valve designed for
up to 300 P.S.I.
*for all Premier extractors

EXTRACTION HAND TOOLS

Versatility for your difficult cleaning tasks.

70400 - closed spray
70500 - open spray

70600

70700

70800

The 70000  and 70600 Standard Detailing
Tool with external spray design are ideal for reaching
into crevices and small places - designed for upholstery
or car detailing jobs. These all stainless steel detailing
tools with aluminum valves are designed for up to 400
P.S.I. and are available in two widths.
*for all Premier extractors

70600 - 3.5 inch wide pick-up head
70000 - 4.5 inch wide pick-up head

The 70700 Economy Detailing Tool
offers an economic alternative with a 3.5"
wide impact resistant plastic see-thru head
allowing clear view of recovery. Durable
lightweight design with a stainless steel
tube handle and easy to remove external
spray jet for quick cleaning. The valve is
designed for up to 400 P.S.I.
*for all Premier extractors

The 70800 Metal Crevice Tool features an
internal spray complete with air bleeder valve
All stainless steel construction gives durability and
reliability ; ideal for car detailing companies.
The valve is designed for up to 400 P.S.I. 
*for all Premier extractors

752

All hand tools are stocked with
 B-style quick-disconnects.

Please specify if you require A -style fittings

70000

REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS SUCH AS JETS
AND VALVE REPAIR KITS ARE AVAILABLE AND

LISTED ON THE EQUIPMENT PRICE LIST. 

Please contact customer service for current pricing
and delivery.
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